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Web App Penetration Testing
Uncover hidden vulnerabilities with specialized talent

Web applications are deployed faster and more frequently than any other 
digital asset—thanks to the advent of Cloud and DevOps lifecycles. Features 
are regularly added and removed to meet evolving user preferences, which 
increases code complexity and potential for error. While regular testing can 
help, organizations face significant trade-offs in available options: Scanners 
are fast, but typically, they only surface low-hanging fruit and are almost 
always more noisy than useful. Traditional pen test providers leverage 
critical human creativity, but they do so as cumbersome consulting 
engagements that take too long and leave you in the dark about results.

Specialized Pen Testing for Web Apps
A thorough discovery of flaws in web apps requires specialized knowledge, 
skills, and experience. Bugcrowd Web App Pen Testing brings the talents of 
a global community of security researchers, precise crowd matching via our 
CrowdMatch™ ML technology, 24/7 visibility into findings, and the vast 
reservoir of vulnerability data in the Bugcrowd Security Knowledge Platform™ 
to bear on every pen test engagement.

Every assessment includes:

• Dedicated, vetted pentesters matched by
skill, experience, and performance

• Strict adherence to Bugcrowd’s BugHunter Methodology™
including best practices from the OWASP Testing Guide,
SANS Top 25, CREST, WASC, PTES, and more

• Support for multi-role applications with nuanced
intricacies around access controls and/or tenants

• Ability to handle complex applications and features
including those with payment processing, purchasing,
upload, and elaborate user workflows

• 24/7 visibility into timelines, findings, and pentester
progress through their checklist via a rich dashboard

• Validation and prioritization according to Bugcrowd’s
Vulnerability Rating Taxonomy (VRT)

• End-to-end program management with the
industry’s highest signal-to-noise ratio

• Auditor report

PEN TEST AS A SERVICE

Key Points of Value

Testing can be customized to 
suit individual testing needs--
including expedited launches, 
re-testing, and special pentester 
requirements.

Buy, set up, and manage online 
Cut procurement and set up time 
from days to hours via our easy, 
self-service process.

Start testing faster 
Use the power of the Bugcrowd 
Platform to rapidly start your pen 
test in as little as 72 hours.

Rely on the right talent for the job
CrowdMatch™ ML technology helps  
align the right pentester skills and 
experience for the engagement.

See results in real time
Leave opaque pentesting behind. 
Instead, view prioritized findings as 
they're reported, and flow them into 
your SDLC for fast remediation.
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Get started with Bugcrowd today   bugcrowd.com/pen-test-pricing

PEN TEST AS A SERVICEBUGCROWD

How It Works

The Bugcrowd Security Knowledge 
Platform™ makes it easy to configure and 
launch pen tests for any asset. After building 
a pentester team per your exact needs, we'll 
launch your pen test within days and give 
you 24/7 access to prioritized results, along 
with test status and progress, in a rich 
dashboard. When your test is complete, you 
can download a detailed report for 
compliance directly inside your dashboard.

Right Crowd,
Right Time

Need special skills? We 
match the right trusted 
hackers to your needs 
and environment across 
hundreds of dimensions 
using AI (CrowdMatchTM).

Engineered Triage
at Scale

Using an advanced toolbox 
in our the platform, our 
global team rapidly 
validates and triages 
submissions, with P1s often 
handled within hours.

Insights From Security 
Knowledge Graph

We apply knowledge 
developed over a decade of 
experience across 
thousands of customer 
programs to help you make 
continuous improvements.

Works With Your
Existing Processes

The platform integrates with 
your existing tools and 
processes to ensure that 
applications and APIs are 
continuously tested before 
they ship.




